Editor’s note

A 200 year mark on the timeline of
Bloomfield’s history is notable – and
this year gets one. While it’s not
Bloomfield’s birthday exactly, or an
anniversary in the traditional sense,
the Fall of 1818 is definitely a time to
be recognized. Why? 200 years ago we
(Bloomfield and the rest of Oakland
County) were “discovered”. How this
came about is the focus of this special
edition of Legacy.

Looking back 200 years, the place we now call Bloomfield was a wilderness marked
only with pathways created by the footsteps of Native Americans who moved through
the area from season to season. It was virtually unknown to those who lived along the
river in the small enclave of Detroit.

In the Fall of 1818 an article
describing an “Expedition into the
Interior of the Territory of Michigan”
appeared in Detroit’s first weekly
newspaper the Detroit Gazette.
Bloomfield Historical found the
article invaluable when researching
the Historic Wing Lake Schoolhouse,
and it played an important role in the
uncovering of the “4 Corners” where
the townships of Bloomfield, West
Bloomfield, Pontiac and Waterford
meet.
You’ll find the article as an insert in
this issue. It was set by hand,
letter-by-letter with broken type,
probably discarded from an earlier
paper, making it hard to read – so
we’ve provided a transcription.
There’s also a map of the Expedition.
So, enjoy the 200-year-old story of our
beginnings – and a bit of its backstory
as well.
Or, as an old Detroit phrase might
have put it: “Return with us now to
those thrilling days of yesteryear…”
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Detroit in 1818

Detroit in 1818 had been through a lot: more than a hundred years of being a French
fur trading outpost; then a disastrous fire; then occupation by the British during the
War of 1812. Following the War it was growing into an American city, looking for full
representation as a State in the young nation.
Then a general, a war hero, came to town. His name was Lewis
Cass and he had just been appointed Territorial Governor of
Michigan.
Cass was a man of action. He knew that, for the Territory of
Michigan to continue growing, Detroit needed to expand
beyond the river and into the interior. The interior of the
Territory would need to be “developed, populated and made
prosperous.” This required emigrants from
the East.

INSIDE

General Lewis Cass
(Continued on page 4)

Memories of
Harry Walsh
LEGACY

Society member John Marshall tackles questions you asked

Who was Harry C. Walsh?
This year, as we recognize Bloomfield@200 we also celebrate the life of
Harry C. Walsh (1917-2018) who witnessed more than a century of those
two hundred years.
Harry was one of a kind and, it could be said, the greatest friend of
and contributor to the history of Bloomfield.
He lived in a house which was once part of the Walter O. Briggs estate
(Walbri). It was originally home to the Master of the Hunt for the
Bloomfield Open Hunt Club. Harry kept the history of that place very
much alive. (See Legacy Fall 2011)
For more than 40 years Harry was a Realtor. He was active in the
Birmingham-Bloomfield area, following in the footsteps of his father, a
residential developer and partner in the firm Walsh, James and Wasey
Real Estate. Through this experience he gathered a wealth of information
Master of the Hunt Cottage
about the history of the area and the people who live here.
Shortly after the founding of the Bloomfield Historical Society
Harry made a brief appearance, popping into a Board of
Directors meeting. He rolled a funny looking green ball about
the size of a grapefruit across the table to each member and
asked if we knew what it was. The autumn fruit of the Osageorange tree, which was formerly planted as a hedge fence
between fields and along roads, is a piece of Bloomfield’s
agrarian past. Harry had our attention!
Osage orange
From then on, although never a member of the Board or a
committee as he chose to remain in the background, Harry shared his
extensive, almost encyclopedic, knowledge of our community.
Harry contributed in many significant ways to Bloomfield Historical. When
Hall & Hunter Realtors transitioned to a computer-based multiple listing system (MLS)
he recognized the research value in the decades of MLS paper records and arranged to
have the collection donated to the Society for the local history archives at the Library,
thus documenting many area homes.
As a Realtor, Harry had introduced his clients to local history by presenting them a copy
of Bloomfield Blossoms. To keep this tradition going he proposed to Bloomfield Township
that the remaining copies of the book be given to the Society to be sold to raise funds to
support local history projects.
When Harry identified the home of the Carl Barton family as the oldest dwelling in
Harry and Bloomfield Blossoms
Bloomfield Hills he put into motion a series of events. The unique organization
Preservation Bloomfield formed to move and preserve this historic Greek Revival house .
Harry inspired this tangible gift of living history, leaving a legacy for the Bloomfield community.
We will all miss him.
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Back story: two of the Explorers

The 1818 Expedition
It was a cloudy Monday in the middle of October, 1818.

A hint of rain was in the air. That did not deter the horsemen
on their Expedition as they left the confines of Detroit and
headed northward up a path called the Saginaw Trail. The
“Trail” was just wide enough for one or two people and their
horses. Most of the year the trail wound through the woodland
swamp which discouraged Detroiters from venturing beyond the
boundaries of their city. October was not only usually the driest
month – but this year particularly dry —so the trail made for
easier passage.
The men had started out the Thursday before, stopped and
pitched their tents to determine where they were but had gotten
lost in the woods. They spread out, hoping to find the section
lines the surveyors of the year before had marked. But one of
their party, the Reverend Mr. John Monteith, chuckled in his
diary about what happened: “They did so with the
understanding that they would return to their tents before night.
However scarce any of them found their way back.”
It was an inauspicious beginning to an eventual eight day (twelve
if you count the false start) journey through the lands that would
become Oakland County.
By the Monday, then, they finally had the new surveyors’ maps
and notes. These guided them not only up the Saginaw Trail,
through what would become Royal Oak, but showed them
Native American pathways that led northwesterly into the oak
openings of Bloomfield and the lake country of the county.
The Explorers named 12 of the lakes and noted soil quality,
types of trees and water sources for mills. They then followed the
Huron (now Clinton) River, past where Pontiac would be
formed a few weeks later, and ended their exploration at a small
settlement we now know as Rochester.

After their journey into the interior five of the men wrote a
letter to the Editors of the new Detroit Gazette. It became
essentially an emigrant’s guide detailing their journey — a
journey that would begin the change of the Territory of
Michigan into the State of Michigan.

The Reverend John Monteith — the diarist:
Monteith was a Presbyterian minister,
brought to the rapidly changing town of
Detroit by Governor Lewis Cass. Once
here he became a “social entrepreneur”.
He was a founder of the Moral and
Humane Society, the Detroit Bible Society,
the first Presbyterian church and was the
Librarian of the City.
On a trip back to Princeton for his
ordination, he stopped off in New York
City to buy some 300 volumes for the
fledging library at “an average 45 per cent
below the retail price,” he reported back.
He, along with Father Gabriel Richard,
was a cofounder of the University of
Michigan.
All while he was in his early thirties.

Austin Eli Wing, lawyer
Austin Eli Wing, was the
youngest of the group on the
Expedition. He had come to
Detroit from Ohio after the War
of 1812 with his mentors and
lifelong friends Territorial
Governor Lewis Cass and
attorney William Woodbridge.
An honors graduate of Williams
College, Wing was at 26 already
the Sheriff of Wayne County. He
would become one of the most active promoters of the lands
of Michigan to friends and others in the East. He acquired
320 acres of land right here in Bloomfield on the shore of the
lake the Explorers named for him. The Historic Wing Lake
Schoolhouse carries his name as well.
He served two terms in Congress as the Territory’s
representative.

The Oak Openings of Bloomfield
Riding into the higher, rolling land of Bloomfield the Explorers encountered
numerous “oak openings”, areas where ancient oak trees stood with little or
no competing species nearby. These resulted from wildfires, either natural or
started by Native Americans, that consumed small saplings of other trees
along with brush and other unwanted vegetation, leaving the sturdy oaks
with their thick bark impervious to the flames.
Settlers valued oak openings as they would then have fewer trees to clear for
their first crop as well as the raw materials for their first homes.
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(Continued from page 1)

"The challenge was the swamp.
The Bloomfield Historical
Society is dedicated to
fostering an appreciation of
the rich history of the
Bloomfield area by
identifying, promoting and
conserving our heritage.
We encourage research to
educate and engage all
generations.

It formed a barrier behind the
city, discouraging expansion.
Even more discouraging, the
first government surveyors sent
in 1815 to divide the land into
townships and saleable sections
worked west of the city. They
experienced difficult conditions
because of an exceptionally wet
year. They conveyed their
negative conclusions to
Surveyor General Edward
Tiffin:

There would not be more than one acre out of a hundred, if there would
be one out of a thousand, that would in any case admit of cultivation."
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Cass could have told Tiffin the location for the surveys was wrong from the beginning.
He ordered new surveys of the land north of Detroit, not west. “The first object is
to settle …the lands in the immediate vicinity of the present Settlements. This is
uniformly the course which the current of emigration takes and must take.” Cass
pointed out that prospective emigrants would prefer to buy land closer to both “the
principal Water courses” and Detroit.
By 1818 then, Cass was ready to move. He needed positive news about the true
character of the interior. He put together a group of leading Detroiters, many recently
arrived from the East, who could form an Expedition into the interior and whose word would
not be questioned. In October they set out on horseback, taking advantage of a particularly dry
period and the well-used Native American Saginaw Trail.

The young Detroit Gazette teased its readers that a report of their tour, written by
D.C. McKinstry. A.E Wing, B. Stead, J. Monteith and A.G. Whitney, would be coming
soon – and on November 13, 1818 that report changed the history of what would
become Bloomfield and the rest of Oakland County.
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An unusual edition of our Local History program series took place in October.
Four “Voices” — local historians John Marshall, Dave Bogart, Gina Gregory
and Neil Hepburn — helped tell the story of the 1818 Expedition.
A video of the presentation is available at:
www.bloomfieldhistoricalsociety.org.
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